PLANNING TO DISRUPT THE MULTI-BILLION DOLLAR ELECTRIC VEHICLE (EV)
BATTERY MARKET WITHIN 18 MONTHS BY COMMERCIALIZING
LITHIUM SULPHUR BATTERIES

PROBLEM
Most EV batteries in 2021 use lithium-ion
(Li-ion) batteries, a mature technology
based on rare earth metals.
The average Li-ion battery can only
withstand between 500-1000 discharge
cycles before failing.
Li-ion batteries are costly, around
40% higher to manufacture than
Nickel Cadmium cells.
Li-ion batteries suffer from faster aging,
contingent on the number of chargedischarge cycles.

SOLUTION
Bemp lithium-sulphur
batteries (LiS/BC4-Hemp) in
the lab show a marked lower
cost, less weight, more
sustainable, and better
performing battery prototype
than Li-ion batteries.

Environmental benefits: LiS/BC4Hemp batteries use hemp as their
carbon source which captures
Co2, making LiS/BC4-Hemp
batteries the greenest battery
source. Bemp batteries are also
much easier to recycle due to its
hemp usage.

Bemp’s LiS/BC4-Hemp maximum
energy density is more than five
times that of Li-ion batteries,
meaning an EV could travel
further than LA to SF and back on
a single charge.

Geopolitical stability: LiS/BC4Hemp batteries use a short
supply chain all within the
Americas, as such no politically
sensitive rare earth metals are
used.

HOW IT WORKS
Bemp technology utilizes a proprietary chemistry of
lithium, sulphur, boron and hemp = LiS/BC4-Hemp.

Lab tests at top-ranked research institute the University
of Wisconsin-Madison (UWM) have independently proven
Bemp battery prototypes for safety and costeffectiveness, and significantly higher gravimetric energy
density - a measure of how much energy a battery
contains in comparison to its volume and is typically
expressed in Watt-hours per gram.
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MAKING MONEY

Bemp plans to disrupt
the multi-billion EV
battery market within
18 months with its
LiS/BC4-Hemp battery
due to its lower cost,
sustainability and
scalability, forcing
OEM’s to rethink their
entire production
strategy.

The global market
is looking for an
alternative to Li-ion
batteries, a mature
technology that
has been maxed
out and ripe for
change.

Bemp Research is
looking for capital for
ongoing R&D and
the commercial
scale-up of its new
technology.

The global lithium
battery market
could exceed $115
billion by 2030. If
Bemp captures 10%
of the market, that’s
$10 billion by 2030.
Other estimates
place that figure
above a 30% market
share.

BUSINESS MODEL
$100 M
Seeking $100 million in funding for stage
two, including the construction of a lab to
build pouch cells and engineer pack
prototypes by 2030 or earlier.

2025/26
Upon completion in 2025/26, the minimum
output will be 1,000 battery packs per day,
which can be sold for $15,000, with
production costs at $3,000.

Bemp will market power cell prototypes
and continue to raise funds over the $100
m level to build a Gigafactory to mass
produce pouch cells into battery packs.

COMPETITIVE ADVANTAGE
Bemp is a genuine American technology success story with global implications and the realistic potential to allow EVs (cars
buses and trucks) to drive further, drones to fly longer and long-haul electric flight to become a reality, all economically and
with lower costs. The drone application also opens up the government procurement market.

PATH FORWARD

A further
round of funding

Build a capable lab to
manufacture hundreds
of kilograms
of BC4-Hemp

Engineer thousands
of pouch cells using
the pilot production
line at UWM*

*We plan to have our pouch cells engineered by Q4 2022
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